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Executive Summary

Inclusive science communication (ISC) is a new and broad term that encompasses all efforts to engage specific audiences in conversations or activities about science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and medicine (STEMM) topics, including, but not limited to, public engagement, informal science learning, journalism, and formal science education. Unlike other approaches toward science communication, however, ISC research and practice is grounded in inclusion, equity, and intersectionality, making these concerns central to the goals, design, implementation, evaluation, and refinement of science communication efforts. Together, the diverse suite of insights and practices that inform ISC comprise an emerging movement.

While there is a growing recognition of the value and urgency of inclusive approaches, there is little documented knowledge about the potential catalysts and barriers for this work. Without documentation, synthesis, and critical reflection, the movement cannot proceed as quickly as is warranted. The University of Rhode Island’s Metcalf Institute conducted a landscape study to address this gap and clarify the state of ISC with support from The Kavli Foundation. This document summarizes the findings from interviews of thirty ISC leaders whose work spans career stages, disciplines, sectors, and modes. The study also was informed by input from attendees at the 2019 InclusiveSciComm Symposium, the 2019 Society for the Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS) conference, the 2020 Advancing Research Impact in Society (ARIS) Summit, and informal conversations at other conferences held in 2020.

What are the key traits of inclusive science communication?

Inclusive science communication is fundamentally characterized by three key traits that must exist concurrently. While each trait is essential, any one of them alone is insufficient, and they are all linked by a common focus on equitable relationships.

1. Intentionality (e.g., regarding the audience, how “science” is defined, and how marginalized identities are, and have been, represented and supported)
2. Reciprocity (e.g., interactions between science communicators and audiences address past and present inequities through equal partnerships marked by co-creation and recognition of assets and varied forms of expertise)

3. Reflexivity (e.g., a continuous, critical, and systematic reflection on the communicators’ and audiences’ personal identities, practices, and outcomes, followed by adaptation as needed to redress inequitable interactions)

What are the study’s novel insights?

- Disciplinary, sectoral, and modal silos are reinforced by language that practitioners and scholars take for granted.
- ISC leaders and newcomers, alike, feel a lack of belonging within the contributing disciplines and communities due to the hybridity of their approaches.
- Early career researchers and communicators bring a distinct suite of assumptions, concerns, and insights to ISC activities that could accelerate the field.

What are the major challenges for the movement?

- Disciplinary, sectoral, and modal silos (where “modes” refers to specific science communication methods or approaches, such as informal science learning in after school settings, museum exhibit design, science journalism, public engagement via social media, etc.)
- Silo-specific terminology poses barriers to broader understanding and collaboration
- Lack of widespread understanding of inclusive practices from individual to institutional levels
- Limited curricula and training to build ISC competencies
- Professional and financial risk for early career researchers attempting to pursue ISC careers
- Imbalanced representation among ISC leaders and throughout the movement
- Lack of institutional infrastructure (e.g., buy-in among administrators, incentives/reward structure, resources, funding) across academic and nonprofit environments
What are the pressure points that could stimulate or inhibit the ISC movement?

- Framing that invites all interested and relevant parties rather than reinforcing silos
- Spaces (virtual and in-person) for interdisciplinary and inter-modal collaboration and network building
- Support and amplification of early career researchers and communicators
- Creative approaches for evaluation and funding

Recommendations

1. Embed the key traits of ISC in all science communication practice as part of the effort to define and expand effective science communication
2. Embrace transdisciplinarity and intersectoral, intermodal expertise
3. Critically analyze language of practice and research to reflect ISC key traits and break down silos
4. Expand opportunities for multilingual engagement
5. Create and sustain in-person and virtual networks and resources for community building
6. Recruit and support diverse leadership
7. Develop, test, and evaluate inclusive science communication curricula and training
8. Develop new, collaborative approaches for evaluation of ISC practice
9. Value and validate context-dependent approaches to evolve beyond the binary concepts of “researcher” and “practitioner”
10. Funders use their influence to hasten ISC practices

This study marks the first investigation of motivations, methods, challenges, and pressure points for the inclusive science communication movement. While many of our observations have been noted in previous studies of the component disciplines, this new picture of the ISC landscape offers insights that can prompt a transdisciplinary view of these siloed but largely overlapping efforts. We hope this report can provide a basis for further exploration and experimentation that will dismantle the silos and accelerate the transition toward a new paradigm of science communication that is inclusive and equitable by default.
INCLUSIVE SCIENCE COMMUNICATION

KEY TRAITS

INTENTIONALITY:
The intentional consideration of audience, definitions of science, and how marginalized identities are, and have been, represented and supported in science communication

RECIPROcity:
Science communicators and audiences address past and present inequities through equal partnerships that recognize and value varied forms of expertise and ensure co-created benefit

REFLEXIVITY:
Continuous and systematic reflection on identities, practices, and outcomes, followed by adaptation as needed to redress inequitable interactions.

CHALLENGES

Diverse fields, methods and vocabularies create barriers to knowledge exchange

Not everyone who engages in inclusive science communication identifies as part of the movement

Limited diversity among early leaders could limit the potential power of the movement

Lack of formal curricula and training to build relevant skills and competencies and insufficient institutional support stunt effectiveness and impact

MOVING FORWARD

New framing can invite all interested and relevant parties rather than reinforcing silos

Networking and resource-sharing can unite the movement and foster collaboration

Supporting innovative early career science communicators can accelerate the transition to science communication that is accessible by default

Funders can use their influence to hasten inclusive practices and encourage creative evaluation

Based on “The State of Inclusive Science Communication: A Landscape Study,” produced by the University of Rhode Island’s Metcalf Institute with generous support from The Kavli Foundation.
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The State of Inclusive Science Communication

How to Use This Report

This study aimed to provide a baseline understanding of the emerging inclusive science communication movement. We highlight common themes from the study related to definitions, challenges, novel insights from early career researchers and communicators, and pressure points that could stimulate or inhibit the field. The report concludes with recommendations for further exploration. Appendices include possible future research topics identified during the study, a commentary on terminology, and a glossary.

This study was small in size and, therefore, represents a snapshot of the current insights from early leaders in inclusive science communication. The ideas and insights of inclusive science communication are evolving in real-time, especially given the essential conversations about systemic anti-Black racism that have become more front-and-center in public discourse in 2020. Still, the report captures many ideas that can inspire deeper inquiry.

Finally, the report is intended for a wide range of audiences: students and professionals, researchers and practitioners (and the growing number of people who operate as researcher/practitioners), individuals and organizations. It does not aim to provide a list of “tips and tricks” or do’s and don’ts for practicing inclusive science communication. Rather, the report summarizes a systematic investigation into the current perspectives of leaders who practice, study, and/or advocate for inclusive approaches to science communication. We expect the findings may generate as many questions as answers. This is a positive outcome, as the movement demands documentation, experimentation, synthesis, and critical reflection in this early stage.
Key Issue & Background

“A lot of the things that I end up writing are about how we have to reimagine the space, because I don’t think we have a good answer for what inclusive scicomm is. And part of that is because it’s gonna be so context-dependent.”

Science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and medicine (STEMM) have the potential to empower or marginalize individuals and communities. Similarly, the ways we communicate about STEMM and engage people in conversations about science can enrich not only the research itself, but also public participation, sense of belonging in STEMM fields, and societal benefits from STEMM (Archer et al., 2015; Bell et al., 2009; Dawson, 2018, 2019; Dewsbury & Brame, 2019). However, our approaches also can perpetuate inequities (National Science Foundation, 2014; Schell et al., 2020). The COVID-19 pandemic has crystalized these challenges, demonstrating the urgency for science communication approaches that equitably serve and collaborate with audiences (Cordero & Davis, 2020; Dawson, 2020; Dawson & Streicher, 2020; Gollust et al., 2020; Jumreornvong et al., 2020, Michener et al., 2020).

As science communication1 matures and expands, practitioners, trainers, and scholars must acknowledge the need to root their work in an ethic of inclusion and equity (see Canfield et al., 2020, for a detailed explanation of this rationale). Without an inclusive foundation, the relevant fields will be unable to achieve their objectives. The term “inclusive science communication” is used in this report to describe such a foundation and a broader movement that is building across related fields.

Specifically, we use the term “inclusive” in reference to science communication approaches that intentionally center diverse voices and identities, especially those that have been and/or remain marginalized in STEMM practice, research, training, and engagement, including but not limited to race, ethnicity, age, ability, gender identity, sexuality, and citizenship status. Inclusive science communication (ISC) is intersectional (Crenshaw, 1989), equitable (Polk & Diver, 2020; YESTEM Project, 2020), and, perhaps, a

---

1 "Science communication” is interpreted here in the broadest sense, as any information exchange designed to engage specific audiences in conversations or activities related to STEMM topics.
way to build personal and community agency by providing varied “pathways” to engage with STEMM (Bevan et al., 2018).

In its many forms, ISC is a response to the calls from scholars, practitioners, and publics for a new approach to science communication that recognizes and appreciates diverse societal expertise (Yosso, 2005), builds a practice based in dialogue (Chilvers, 2012; Dilling & Lemos, 2011) and public participation (Dawson, 2018; Pearson et al., 2017; Trench, 2008), acknowledges the essential role of culture (Blue, 2019; Young Landis et al., 2020), and yields democratic access to science and science communication (Bäckstrand, 2003; Berditchevskaia et al., 2017).

While a growing number of science communicators are exploring and implementing inclusive approaches², there has not been a synthetic assessment of why or how the early adopters conduct their work, whether in research or practice settings.

**Study Methods**

Interviews were completed between July 2019 and July 2020. Given the relatively small pool of individuals who are centering inclusion and equity in their science communication work, we interviewed thirty leaders in this space to gain a broad sense of where the movement is and where it might be headed. The interviewees were carefully selected with input from an advisory group to represent a diverse suite of perspectives with regard to race and ethnicity, ability, career stage, discipline, experience, and methods. After initial interviews, additional interviewees were identified via participants’ recommendations of fellow leaders. We primarily selected interviewees who work in the United States. This was a purposeful decision based on the study’s small size and the significant cultural differences in science communication practice (Manzini, 2003; Canfield et al., 2020; Scheufele et al., 2009). Varied national and regional contexts related to historical and current inequities lead to different experiences of similar problems across cultures.

Interviews were supplemented with discussions and focus groups at several meetings and conferences where we shared initial study findings with conference participants to seek their responses and additional input. Participants were asked to comment on the degree to which these findings resonated with their own work and to

---

share novel insights. The conversations included formal sessions at the 2019 Inclusive SciComm Symposium, 2019 Society for the Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS) annual conference and the 2020 Advancing Research Impact in Society (ARIS) Summit, as well as informal conversations following the 2019 Inclusive SciComm Symposium, at the Allied Media Conference, the ARIS Office Hours webinar series, and a National Sea Grant webinar.

The SACNAS discussion was specifically designed to engage early career STEMM researchers who are actively engaged in science communication activities. Twenty early career scientists were invited to participate based on their demonstrated ISC experience. We did not collect complete demographic information for these participants, but they were specifically selected to represent diverse perspectives by virtue of their sexuality, race, ethnicity, gender, disability status, and career stage, including identities not represented among other interviewees.

Detailed interviews with early- and mid-career ISC leaders were semi-structured, while conference discussions and focus groups began with a presentation followed by facilitated discussion. Interviews followed a script with additional questions as needed for clarification. Interviews were transcribed prior to qualitative analysis. The qualitative approach aimed to identify shared themes and experiences across interviewees, which are documented in this report.

Questions in the interviews and discussions were guided by our overarching research question: "How do researchers and practitioners view the opportunities and challenges related to inclusive science communication?" Transcripts from interviews were analyzed to identify participant motivations, areas of synergy among participants, gaps in current efforts, needs for future work, networks, and the pressure points that could stimulate or inhibit the broader ISC movement. The analysis also provides a rare reflexive look at the approaches these researchers and/or practitioners take in their work (see Chilvers, 2012).

Social network analysis was used as an additional tool to visualize and quantify the landscape of the ISC movement as identified by our interviewees. To build the social network map, interviewees were asked to name the key researchers and practitioners whom they viewed as ISC leaders. They also were asked to name people with whom they have collaborated on projects related to ISC, as well as anyone they turn to who is not yet particularly well-known in the movement. Based on responses to these questions, data
were analyzed using the igraph package in R, an analytical and statistical software ecosystem, to visualize connections among leaders in the field and identify potential trends in relationships.

It is important to underscore that this study was a mainly qualitative exploration of the state of inclusive science communication among a subset of key leaders in this movement as identified with our advisory team and the interviewees. As reported below, many people do not see themselves as engaged in “science communication” at all, which points to the challenge of gaining a comprehensive picture. Thus, the findings provided here are intended to demonstrate overarching patterns and themes in this movement as identified by the interviewed individuals and focus group participants. There may be differing views that are not represented in this report. The results do not aim to generalize about all who are somehow connected to the ISC movement. Rather, the report summarizes the insights and concerns of a representative sample of individuals who are leading in their particular spheres of influence (Dawson, 2019).
**Participant Demographics**

Individuals interviewed for this study range in age from 26-60 years old, with an average age of 40 (Table 1). Individuals with PhDs are overrepresented in this sample. This, in part, reflects the career transitions many PhDs make from academic research to science communication. Demographic information of conference participants is not included in Table 1.

**Table 1. Demographic information for study interviewees.** Information in the “Other Important Identities” category was volunteered by interviewees when asked to name any additional identities of personal importance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Category</th>
<th>Interviewees n=30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Age (years)</strong></td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender Identity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cis female</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cis male</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race and Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinx</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Important Identities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBTQIA+</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-generation American</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Category</th>
<th>Interviewees n=30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Highest Degree Completed</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD Candidate</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s Degree</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Equivalency</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment Sector</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Museums and Centers</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science communication = 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science education = 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific society = 2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism and Media</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region of Residence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Characterizing Inclusive Science Communication

Overwhelmingly, the consensus of interviewees was that, as currently practiced, science communication is not inherently inclusive. Some interviewees observed that the typical, accepted approaches of science communication center a Western, white, ableist, and patriarchal understanding of STEMM practice and who is involved with STEMM.

When asked to define “inclusive science communication,” interviewees identified three key traits: intentionality, reciprocity, and reflexivity (Figure 1). Not all participants explicitly named all three of these characteristics, but they were implicit in nearly every interview. Importantly, the key traits must exist concurrently. While each trait is essential, any one of them alone is insufficient. All three traits are all linked by the common thread of equitable relationships.

While individuals with more extensive ISC experience were able to articulate more nuanced applications of ISC, all participants stated that true inclusivity requires committing to such an approach at the outset.

---

Figure 1. The key traits of inclusive science communication. Graphic by Christine Liu.

---

3 We have intentionally used lowercase for “white” and capitalized other races in this document to counter white supremacy and the assumed centrality of whiteness in science communication and to acknowledge the intergenerational effects of race on lived experience (Daniszewski, 2020).
**Intentionality**

The concept of intentionality was the most consistent theme across all interviews. In planning and conducting ISC research and practice, participants emphasized *intentional consideration of the audience with whom one is communicating, how science is defined in one's work, and how marginalized identities are, and have been, represented and supported in engagement activities and communication products.*

The importance of intention arose consistently when participants were asked to detail how ISC differs from typical science communication. From participants’ perspectives, science communication activities typically do not include the three aforementioned considerations.

Audience consideration was the most common aspect of intentionality noted in interviews. Participants articulated the importance of intentionality not only in the most basic way of learning about the audience to best serve their interests, needs, and values, but in every aspect of one’s interactions with a specific group. An intentional approach toward audience promotes collaboration and co-creation at all stages, from project design through implementation, evaluation, and, when relevant, dissemination.

In practice, intentionality is achieved by designing projects with audience or community goals in mind, not just the science communicator’s definition of project goals (Beier et al., 2017; Pandya, 2014). Interviewees noted the necessity of learning about and acknowledging cultural histories and backgrounds of the audience that will be engaging with the activity or product. This self-education of the ISC practitioner and/or scholar includes recognizing and accounting for the intended audience’s history of inequity or traumatic experiences with STEMM. Interviewees noted several examples of how intention can be practiced, such as:

- awareness of participants’ lived experiences (Banks et al., 2007; Calabrese Barton & Tan, 2010; Hernández-Saca, Guttman Kahn, & Cannon, 2018),
- prioritizing cultural relevance (Augare et al., 2017; Garibay, 2011; Guerrero-Medina et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2014; Johnson, 2019), and
- emphasizing a multi-directional, dialogue-based model of engagement (Beier et al., 2017; Garbarino, 2020; Safford et al., 2017).

**Reciprocity**

The second key trait of ISC, reciprocity, builds on the concept of intentionality. While interpretations of this concept varied by discipline and mode, they all generally reflected
the need for “being with, rather than doing for” (Dostilio et al., 2012, p. 20) via equitable relationships that recognize and value varied forms of expertise, apply asset-based approaches, and ensure co-created benefit for audiences and communicators/researchers/practitioners.

There is a solid base of evidence to argue against the deficit model of communication (Trench, 2008; Simis et al., 2016); yet, dialogic and asset-based methods (wherein individuals’ cultural knowledge and experiences are valued as assets rather than limitations, and their relationships provide social capital that can “fuel local associations and informal networks,” per Mathie & Cunningham, 2003) are still not the norm—an inconsistency many interviewees lamented. In fact, this disparity is what drove many of the ISC leaders to conduct their own work differently: a desire to move beyond a model of unidirectional conversation to one based on equitable relationships and recognition of the varied expertise of people with different educational backgrounds and lived experiences. Reciprocity can manifest through efforts to build lasting relationships with intended audiences and/or collaborators who bring different expertise. For some, this is a move toward redefining what counts as “science” and who counts as a “scientist” (Cobern & Loving, 2001), and demonstrating how one’s definition evolves to include and support ways of knowing and identities that have been historically excluded from STEMM (Bevan et al., 2018).

In science communication research and practice, reciprocity requires recognizing the different knowledges and experiences individuals bring to a conversation or collaboration. Reciprocity can be achieved through co-creation, iterative implementation of science communication research/practice, and by seeking and incorporating participant feedback into science engagement efforts.

For researchers, reciprocity involves working with relevant communities from the ideation phase of a project through analysis and dissemination, defining and revising the project with the relevant public audiences (Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2015) or with practitioners, who often struggle with the gap between their own needs and the more theoretical focus of some researchers (Riedlinger et al., 2019; Salmon et al., 2017). One participant specified that reciprocity between research and practice also demands intentionally making all collaborators (scientists, practitioners, and community members) equal partners in the work.
Practitioners, too, must recognize the diverse assets and forms of expertise that audiences have when building relationships outside of research settings. Interviewees noted that reciprocity is achieved when participants are encouraged and supported to share their experiential knowledge while also learning from other participants’ and the communicators’ (informal educators’, trainers’, etc.) knowledges. The concept of “relational engagement” (Kearns, 2015) offers another way of considering reciprocity in practice settings, especially in the context of difficult issues (e.g., climate change) in which emotions complicate actions.

When applied with a focus on equity (as compared to the lower bar of mutual benefit), reciprocity also can promote a sense of belonging for individuals and communities who may feel marginalized from STEMM (Carlone & Johnson, 2007). For example, inclusively designed science exhibits and engagement activities might provide opportunities for participants to contribute to exhibit interpretation (Simon, 2010; Streicher et al., 2014), such as the Community Science Initiative of the Association of Science and Technology Centers and the Building Capacity for Co-Created Public Engagement with Science (CC-PES) project of the Museum of Science, Boston. Launched in 2019, the CC-PES “will facilitate conversations between community members and civic leaders on scientific topics of community interest. The project is designed to have a strategic impact on the way that informal science education institutions develop as conveners for their communities” (Museum of Science, 2019).

The field of service learning and community engagement (SL-CE) provides many useful insights on reciprocity to inform the ISC movement, including the literature on Asset-Based Community Development (e.g., Mathie & Cunningham, 2003), transformative reciprocity (Dostilio et al., 2012), and Democratically Engaged Assessment (Saltmarsh, Hartley, & Clayton, 2009). These concepts all call on those working in SL-CE to carefully consider their definitions and working applications of “reciprocity” to ensure they truly reflect co-creation and transformation.

Dostilio et al. (2012, p. 21) identify three “orientations” for reciprocity: “exchange (parties benefit), influence (parties impact the work), or generativity (together the parties produce systemic change, create new value, and/or undergo transformation in their way of being).” In other words, the key ISC trait of reciprocity is inseparable from reflexivity about how the communication/engagement is supporting collaboration to acknowledge power imbalances and remedy inequities.
Reflexivity

The third key trait of ISC is reflectivity, a continuous, critical, and systematic reflection on the communicators’ and audience’s personal identities, practices, and outcomes, followed by adaptation as needed to redress inequitable interactions (Clark et al., 2010). Interviewees noted that this aspect of inclusive practice often came to them as a moment of awakening. Some interviewees prioritized inclusive approaches from the start of their own work because of a desire to amplify representation of underrepresented identities in science. This was unanimously true for Black and multiracial female interviewees, who wanted to make science (and science communication) more inclusive for other women who are Black, Indigenous, or other people of color.

For others, however, there was a specific moment when they realized their work excluded certain identities and/or ways of knowing. Many, but not all, white female interviewees described such a moment of awakening during which they realized they had not been sufficiently, intentionally inclusive of identities different from their own. Further, some white women noted epiphanies about their relative privilege compared to the layered oppressions others experience (per Crenshaw’s concept of intersectionality, 1989). Not specific to white women, multiple participants also pointed to science journalist Ed Yong’s efforts to intentionally balance the gender representation of his sources (Yong, 2018) as helping them confront their implicit biases and exclusion of certain identities.

Regardless of how or when they decided to prioritize inclusion, interviewees shared a more or less systematic approach of consistent self-reflection and personal assessment to consider if their practice is truly achieving their goals of providing meaningful representation of and engagement with those who have been marginalized in STEMM.

Humility, exemplified by a communicator’s willingness to continue learning, was a common and defining characteristic of the individuals interviewed for this study, which may explain their tendency toward reflection. All study participants shared that they are constantly learning better practices for how to be more inclusive. Rather than feeling guilty about what they don’t know, these leaders instead focus on gaining the knowledge and skills to redress the effects of exclusive or inequitable efforts.

Reflexivity can happen at the individual, programmatic, or institutional level, but most interviewees commented on this from an individual perspective. Individual reflexivity might lead one to reflect on their own assumptions, or on the ways that intersectional identities can complicate how a person’s expertise is valued, and then determine that the
most equitable and inclusive action is to step aside and let others take the lead. For example, one participant described wanting to share science with faith communities. Since she is not deeply religious herself, part of her reflection was the recognition that someone with a strong religious identity might be better equipped to do this work due to the importance of experiential knowledge and cultural understanding.

The STEM Ambassadors Program offers an excellent example of programmatic reflexivity that supports individual reflexivity. This public engagement training program, originated by Dr. Nalini Nadkarni, prepares scientists to engage underserved audiences by emphasizing scientists’ and audiences’ shared personal interests (Nadkarni et al., 2019). Importantly, the STEM Ambassadors model stresses the need for evaluation and reflection on engagement outcomes.

A participant gave another programmatic example of reflexivity in building a project team reflective of the audience they were trying to engage. As part of a science fair for autistic youth, the team included an autistic collaborator who informed the fair’s design and structure. This approach recognized that a team of entirely neurotypical people could not achieve the same level of impact or benefit to the intended audience.

At the institutional or organizational level, reflexivity can refer to values (e.g., commitment to an equitable and anti-racist workplace) and practices (e.g., recruiting, hiring, and supporting staff of color to create a workplace that reflects stated values). For example, one participant noted an intentional hiring freeze of white cisgender women due to their overrepresentation on the team.

Institutional reflexivity also requires continued attention to broader societal goals. Bäckstrand (2003), for example, highlighted the role of institutional reflexivity in civic science, as a means for making Western science more accountable and responsive to various publics.

In any case, a common challenge is how to achieve institutional reflexivity. This challenge became especially apparent in 2020 in the context of the Black Lives Matter movement. Many organizations rushed to post a public Black Lives Matter statement in response to anti-Black racism and police violence. While these statements are important signs of solidarity, the institutional commitments are often less consistent (Batty, 2020; McKenzie, 2020). To address this discrepancy in STEM fields, specifically, an “intersectional coalition of STEM professionals and academics” quickly coalesced to create the #ShutDownSTEM and #ShutDownAcademia initiative in June 2020.
(shutdownstem.com). Their work to curate resources, amplify Black voices, and identify action plans was an excellent example of how individual reflexivity can scale up to the institutional level. Indeed, 2020 has offered many examples that can inform the ISC movement.

Challenges for the Movement

Interviewees were quick to name the challenges they have faced in their ISC work. The key barriers to the movement identified in this study were disciplinary, sectoral, and modal silos and a related missing sense of belonging; language barriers; limited knowledge and training; imbalanced representation; and the need for institutional infrastructure that can support systemic shifts and normalize inclusive, equitable practices (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Important challenges for the ISC movement. Graphic by Christine Liu.](image-url)
Disciplinary, sectoral, and modal silos

Disciplinary, sectoral, and modal silos present a significant challenge to greater integration of inclusive and equitable practices (Lewenstein, 2011; Bevan & Smith, 2020). While very few participants explicitly called out these barriers, the sparse interconnectivity was revealed by the ways in which many interviewees self-associate within strict boundaries. The boundaries create redundancy, duplicate effort, and inhibit opportunities for collaboration (Bevan et al., 2018).

Our interviews identified four major silos among ISC leaders. The silos are not neatly disciplinary; rather, they encompass diverse disciplines (theoretical underpinnings), sectors (structures and motivations), and modes (settings and methods). Specifically, the study found 1) informal science learning, 2) formal science education, 3) public communication or engagement by STEMM researchers (academics or other researchers who engage with public audiences about their research fields), and 4) science communication (encompassing all other modes) to be the distinctive separations among interviewees.

While many disciplines inform ISC, study participants frequently noted the need for researchers and practitioners interested in the movement to learn from scholars of critical race theory, and more broadly from the social sciences. Participants noted the importance of theoretical and practical understandings of the historical inequities of STEMM and society, and the need to recognize and apply the existing social science literature to ISC practice and scholarship.
Figure 3. A communicator’s disciplinary background may be applied across sectors and modes, producing myriad possible combinations of ISC practice and scholarship, and creating silos at various scales. Graphic by Christine Liu.
ISC also takes place across sectors, which include academia, nonprofits, government, and media. Science museums and centers, which are often non-profits, currently represent a distinct sector in ISC. ISC modes are very diverse, including social media, after-school programs, museum exhibits, podcasts, news articles, or maker spaces, among countless others (Figure 3).

When asked to name leaders in the field, interviewees’ responses demonstrated the disciplinary, sectoral, and modal separations:

“I know [people] in the museum space, but not the science communication space.”
- Science museum exhibit manager

“If you go into museums, it’s a whole different group of people. If you stay with informal science learning, science communication, it’s a whole different group again.”
- Science communication researcher

Though the latter of these quotes comes from a participant who named leaders across many disciplines and modes, their framing reveals that these are viewed as distinct communities. Looking to practice and the literature, this challenge is demonstrated in the different terminology used to refer to the many ways organizations and individuals attempt to engage or communicate with public audiences about STEMM topics. This is one reason we chose to define “science communication” so broadly for this study: the term can fairly be applied to a wide range of activities and those practices, in turn, are informed by an even wider range of disciplines (Bevan & Smith, 2020). Relevant efforts include, but are not limited to: broader impacts (Moskal et al., 2007), citizen science (Bonney et al., 2015), civic engagement (Brulle, 2010), civic science (Clark & Illman, 2001; Bäckstrand, 2003), community engagement (Ahmed et al., 2017), community-based participatory research (Faridi et al., 2007), community and stakeholder engagement (Lavery, 2018), cooperative extension (Osmond et al, 2010; NIFA, 2020), informal science learning (Hofstein & Rosenfeld, 1996), public dialogue (Chilvers, 2013), public engagement (Stilgoe et al., 2014), science communication (Burns et al., 2003), science outreach (Laursen et al., 2007), and stakeholder engagement (Mathur et al., 2008). While these terms and approaches have important distinctions, they share significant overlap in goals and methods, at least in the context of advancing inclusive and equitable communication and engagement.
The overlapping goals and methods point toward the value of a “transdisciplinary” framework for ISC. ISC highlights the value of “creating ties between knowledge domains inside and outside of academia,” “developing and adopting approaches that focus on joint problem framing and solution-oriented approaches” (von Wehrden et al., 2019, p. 876), and co-production, concepts that hue closely to the various interpretations of transdisciplinarity. Truly transdisciplinary, intersectoral, and intermodal conversations across ISC silos would accelerate inclusive practices, research, evaluation, and outcomes.

However, those individuals working in truly transdisciplinary ways may struggle to find a community of practice that suits their interests. Many ISC researchers and practitioners interviewed for this study shared a feeling that their dual focus on inclusion and science communication did not belong in any specific professional community.

Some study participants noted their feeling that the growing ISC movement represented the first space to provide a full sense of professional belonging. This was often the case for participants of color, who felt that ISC provides a framework for bringing one’s full self to science communication rather than expecting researchers to separate their scientist identity from their other identities. Others did not feel they belonged within the ISC community based on their science communication sectors or modes, as noted above in relation to science museums and terminology.

Social network analysis also highlighted the separation between ISC leaders (see the section on Mapping Inclusive Science Communication Networks). As one of the interviewees noted, silos are a classic problem among emerging fields (e.g., Chesbrough & Spohrer, 2006; Manlove et al., 2016). Science communication, in general, is underdeveloped and undertheorized, with a literature composing hundreds of case studies but few instances of synthesis across cases or theory development. These gaps are even greater within ISC.

“I only felt really included at this conference [the InclusiveSciComm Symposium]. I feel like I’m a veteran. Having been around a long time, I have a lot of experience, but there aren’t necessarily venues where people want to hear me talk or welcome what I think.”
Language barriers

Though intriguing, the goal of uniting disparate frameworks is hindered by a common—and very human—problem: we don’t know what we don’t know. Language poses the most significant challenge to transdisciplinary, intersectoral ISC practice. Researchers regularly conduct literature searches and, depending on the individual and their work, may be comfortable moving between disciplinary languages and methods. We especially observed this comfort with interdisciplinarity among the science education and science communication researchers interviewed for our study. However, those who work outside of a research setting, or who came to public engagement without a research background, may not find the literature as accessible, thereby limiting their opportunities to apply relevant research or practice.

In fact, the very language of this study posed a communication hurdle. Throughout the interviews, multiple participants, particularly those in the museum sector, noted that they did not identify as science communicators, despite being named by fellow interviewees or our advisory team as ISC leaders. This illustrates the degree to which language is a pressure point for the field: if individuals do not see their work as fitting within “inclusive science communication,” they are unlikely to look for references or examples of relevant work in the science communication arena. Others based in the field of science education similarly felt distinct from science communication, as they are trained in the language, research approaches, and goals of science education rather than communication.

An additional language consideration for ISC, beyond the challenge of navigating the aforementioned silos, arises from the language used to communicate with public audiences. That is, engagement conducted in native languages and with attention to cultural considerations is far more inclusive. Therefore, while English is the dominant global language of Western scientific methods, it “often acts as a gatekeeper to scientific discourse,” limiting access for non-native English speakers (Márquez & Porras, 2020; Young Landis et al., 2020) and artificially separating science from culture (Augare et al., 2017; Biyela, 2019).

“Scicomm, I didn't even know that lingo before this conversation, so it's not a field that I consider myself versed in...so I don't know what the state of the field is now.”

-Science museum leader
Limited knowledge and training

The lack of pre-career learning opportunities and professional development to build ISC competencies is another major challenge, as indicated by the interviewee quoted to the right. This person was one of many study participants who identified a need for more formalized training that provides a holistic understanding of science communication writ large, from theoretical backing to implementation to evaluation of outcomes.

While there are a number of established and *ad hoc* science communication trainings available to STEMM researchers (Dudo, Besley, & Yuan, 2020), there was a sentiment among interviewees that many of these do not center the importance of inclusive approaches. More seasoned science communicators were able to identify an increasing nod to inclusion in trainings and at conferences in recent years, but study participants agreed that there are insufficient opportunities for people to learn how to practice inclusive public engagement with science.

Imbalanced representation in the movement

There may or may not be significant differences in willingness to conduct public engagement efforts by gender (Besley et al., 2018; Crettaz van Roten, 2011), but study interviewees shared a common sentiment that women are leading the charge regarding ISC. That imbalance among ISC leaders presents a challenge and potential pressure point for the field (Pérez-Bustos, 2019; Rasekoala, 2019). When creating the list of potential participants for this project, we had to make a concerted effort to identify more male and nonbinary individuals. Many female interviewees noted the disproportionate representation of women among those centering inclusion in their work. This observation holds when looking at the social network analysis, where 70% of individual leaders named by interviewees were female.

“It is amazing that I have a reputation for communication, [but] I have, like, no training, and so, I don’t know, necessarily, where my own gaps are in communication and how I can grow because I think the field of inclusive science communication is very new...I don’t think that that is a good reflection of how we should be because I have no training. How can we improve ourselves as a field to serve people?”
When discussing this issue, some interviewees noted their concern that the high proportion of women in ISC may lead to a devaluing of the work relative to bench science among academic peers. This fear was summed up by one person who wondered if the field would not be “valued as much until there are more men, like cis[gender], white, heterosexual, neurotypical, able-bodied men, that are doing this sort of outreach.” Achieving more balanced representation among established and emerging ISC leaders demands constant effort and reflection at this early stage in the movement. Otherwise, in the words of one interviewee, ISC risks being “viewed as less than, that it’s just the women crying about something or the minorities complaining about something.”

The intersections of gender and race are also critical considerations in ISC (Previs, 2016; Rasekoala, 2019). Interviewees pointed to an overrepresentation of white women leading this work, which corresponds with some other studies of science communicators, more generally (AbiGhannam, 2016; Ecklund et al., 2012). Participants noted the need for greater diversity in science communication generally, including more disabled people and more people with marginalized gender, racial, and other identities. Amid broader concerns about how white women can perpetuate racial inequities (Boutte & Jackson, 2014; hooks, 1981) and the additional barriers women of color face in leadership roles (Sanchez-Hucles & Davis, 2010), this imbalance requires attention and action within the ISC movement.

Without diverse leadership, there is a risk of perpetuating the same inequities in representation that ISC aims to redress (Ishimaru & Galloway, 2014; Ray, 2019). This challenge relates to leadership positions (e.g., in projects, committees, and organizations) and to the available science communication training opportunities. A recent study of science communication trainers reported that 91% of the interviewees were white and 88% held graduate degrees (Dudo et al., 2020). Training programs rarely prioritize diversity in recruiting trainees (Besley et al., 2017) or emphasize “abilities to engage with diverse audiences” (Dudo et al., 2020). These gaps are especially notable with regard to science communication by and for the disabled or neurodiverse.

“Science communication right now, especially more at the leadership level, tends to be dominated by white women. I would like to see that shift.”

“I still think we face gender challenges in science communication. I worry that as with any other sector, that it could become, ‘That’s the thing that women do.’”
Thus, as multiple interviewees noted, there is a need to intentionally recruit and support emerging leaders of diverse identities, abilities, and backgrounds to build the ISC movement. In the context of organizational hiring, interviewees were also quick to note that new hires or other types of leadership appointments need to happen only after an institution or organization has developed an inclusive, accessible, and anti-racist environment that actively supports people from marginalized communities. It is not productive, they noted, if an organization brings on people with underrepresented identities and then those individuals become tokenized and do not have the support of a culturally sensitive and inclusive work environment.

**Lack of institutional infrastructure**

The last major challenge for ISC noted by study participants can best be described as a lack of institutional infrastructure, especially across academic and nonprofit sectors. We use “institutional infrastructure” to refer to a range of issues that relate to an overall gap in the systemization of inclusive and equitable approaches at both the programmatic and institutional levels. This finding reinforces Bevan et al.’s (2018) identification of “systemic issues” as a key barrier in broadening participation in STEM. Landscape study participants identified four types of institutional infrastructure challenges.

**Human Resources**

Some interviewees noted the challenge of having one person or team that focuses on diversity, equity, and inclusion rather than making these the central, guiding principles of the organization. This approach, a common problem faced by those who are working on inclusion, diversity, equity, and access (IDEA)\(^4\), treats inclusion as a side project rather than the driving force behind the organization’s actions. Even when institutional leaders have prioritized IDEA in their workforce and practices, there may not be sufficient or consistent organizational buy-in to implement equitable or anti-racist hiring practices, for example. Study interviewees working at organizations that have prioritized inclusion shared that even when IDEA objectives are codified in writing, it can be difficult to secure broad

---

\(^4\) There are many acronyms that address the goal of increasing representation, inclusion, equity, access, and social justice in STEMM and beyond. Alternatives to IDEA include diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI); inclusion, diversity, equity, access, and leadership (IDEAL) (Science Museum of Minnesota, 2020); and justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion (JEDI). We chose to favor “IDEA” in this report because it specifically acknowledges the equal importance of accessibility, but we acknowledge that these various acronyms can create further silos.
agreement that the work is worthwhile or relevant to individuals’ jobs. Absent multi-scaled, individual to institutional understanding of how IDEA is integral to the mission, and support of this integration throughout the organization’s team, ISC is likely to be viewed as an “add-on” to the organization’s work (Bevan et al., 2018). This view diminishes the intentions and outcomes of ISC and can exacerbate marginalization among team members and/or with intended audiences or collaborating communities. Conversely, when IDEA (and ISC) is conceived and practiced through a whole-institution lens, it yields a host of benefits related to participation, sense of belonging, collaboration, creativity, and outputs (Hurtado et al., 2017).

Financial Resources

Public engagement, by definition, requires interaction. Such interactive modes of science communication require longer time frames than one-way modes (e.g., journalism). ISC is even more time-intensive, relying on relationship-building within and between institutions, communities, and individuals (Bevan et al., 2018; Dawson, 2019; Humm & Schrögel, 2020). In the U.S.A., federal funding for inclusive science communication is often limited to a small “broader impacts” component of larger grants focused on STEMM research (with some exceptions such as the Advancing Informal Science Learning program at the National Science Foundation and the Community Engagement and Research Translation core of the NIEHS-funded Superfund Research Program). Private foundations have become an important source for public engagement funding, but the emphasis on quantifiable metrics and short-term outcomes among many foundations discourages the intentional, reciprocal, and reflexive practices of ISC that often require a slower project pace (Center for Evaluation Innovation, Institute for Foundation and Donor Learning, 2017).

Incentives & Reward Structures

While some interviewees found or created careers that explicitly value their ISC work, STEMM researchers consistently shared that their ISC efforts are more of a “side hustle,” motivated by their personal passions but unrecognized by academia. This is a common challenge and has led to calls for a shift in how scientists are incentivized and rewarded for their science communication work (Anderegg, 2010; Dilling & Lemos, 2011; Schell et al., 2020; Scheufele, 2013). Researchers have noted the dual needs for clearly articulating the value of science communication within institutional settings and providing training in theory and methods to ensure that communicators are serving the needs of (and, we would add, valuing and co-creating with) the intended audiences (Bruine de Bruin & Bostrom,
2013; Dilling & Lemos, 2011; Fischoff, 2013; Scheufele, 2013). In short, a broad and explicit valuation of ISC across academic and non-academic spaces is essential to addressing the current gaps in institutional infrastructure.

**Administrative/Leadership Support**

Each of the aforementioned aspects of institutional infrastructure intersect with the organization’s leadership. ISC leaders noted that administrators and funders push back on equitable approaches consistently, if not constantly.

Together, these institutional infrastructure challenges relate to an overarching concern among interviewees about the exhaustion they experience while attempting to overcome institutional or systemic barriers. This fatigue poses a significant challenge to the ISC movement. Even among these movement leaders, the effort of repeatedly having to justify the value of ISC to institutional leadership and peers, combined with the limited time available to develop equitable relationships and produce quality deliverables, leads them to sometimes opt for traditional science communication approaches that do not prioritize inclusion and equity.

**Early Career Perspectives on Inclusive Science Communication**

Insights gathered from early-career researchers and communicators (ECRC) at an invitation-only session at the 2019 Society for Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS) conference revealed a distinct approach to ISC among these young leaders. Across the session’s discussion groups, inclusion emerged as an inherent baseline for their engagement efforts.

ECRC also shared a tendency to reflect on how their science communication efforts can better serve the communities to which they belong. Many participants naturally gravitated toward inclusive, equitable approaches because they came into STEMM and academia from communities that have been underrepresented or excluded in those spaces. Some participants from immigrant families noted a feeling of responsibility to communicate their science to non-English speaking family members. Other participants wanted to build a bridge between the Western mode of scientific inquiry and other ways of knowing, or to provide more culturally-relevant examples of science that reflected their communities, or to better represent the experiences of disabled people in STEMM. Importantly, this focus on inclusion led some ECRC participants to a science
communication practice that is more focused on advocacy for broadening sense of belonging in STEMM, especially for groups who have been poorly represented or historically excluded from STEMM, than on communicating scientific content.

Authenticity and creating community also were common motivations among ECRC study participants. Multiple participants noted their intentional choice to publicly embrace their own intersectional identities in their science communication work. Most often this manifested among ECRC participants in their approach toward social media: specifically, they chose to use a single Twitter account for both personal and scientific topics, in some cases reaching tens of thousands of followers. Embracing multiple identities is a perceived strength among ECRC communicators, as it serves to normalize that scientists are multifaceted people with hobbies and lives outside of the lab. As they bring their full, authentic selves to discussions about their experiences and personal activism, whether related to accessibility, navigating citizenship, visa challenges, racism, or homophobia, these early-career inclusive science communicators aim to help others feel welcomed in STEMM and science communication.

The SACNAS participants mostly identified science communication as a “side hustle.” In part, this may be a function of their primarily academic associations. In the case of early-career researchers, however, the side hustle is especially connected to power dynamics. Indeed, many of the ECRC participants noted their sense of professional limitation regarding ISC. Advisors and principal investigators often place constraints on when and how science communication is appropriate. Even when supervisors encourage the ECRC’s science communication efforts, they typically advocate a deficit model of “talking at” people instead of engaging. Given the additional time requirements for truly inclusive engagement and academia’s poor record of valuing “public and/or community engagement” in the promotion and tenure process (Alperin et al., 2018), it seems likely that few academic advisors, supervisors, or administrators would support this type of activity among their advisees or junior faculty.

“Being taken seriously is a barrier for me. There was...hesitance from people in doing outreach activities that are specifically geared for underrepresented minorities. I had to bombard people with research to convince them that I could do [even a small program].”
Some of the SACNAS participants were content with viewing science communication as an extracurricular activity, but others wanted to make this their full-time career. In either case, the ECRC group identified several significant challenges that arise from the side-hustle vs. full-time career issue.

One concern relates to a sense of professional guilt. One participant described feeling conflicted about leaving bench science for science communication when her ISC work has specifically aimed to build a sense of belonging in STEMM for people with underrepresented identities. This notion that a person is “abandoning” science to pursue a professional career in science communication is a noteworthy psychological barrier (Alechine, 2019), especially among researchers who are themselves from marginalized communities.

A second concern is financial. ECRC expressed a common and consistent difficulty in finding funding and employment to do science communication, particularly full-time. In part, this problem was attributed to conflicting messages from funders and employers about how public engagement expertise is recognized. One participant explained that not having a degree specifically related to science communication leads funders to doubt her relevant expertise. For those explicitly trained within the field of science communication, the limitations they experienced were in finding jobs where hiring committees sought someone with a scientific degree to serve in communication roles rather than someone with a graduate degree in science communication. ECRC pointed to this as an example of the continued devaluing of the rigor of social sciences.

ECRC interviewees and SACNAS discussion participants, all of whom are building ISC platforms and/or careers, consistently expressed concern about the role of more senior scholars and practitioners in providing opportunities for their younger counterparts. Specifically, the ECRC participants desired proactive advocacy by more senior professionals to amplify the novel approaches and insights of more junior scholars and practitioners.

In ECRC interviewees’ views, a major hurdle to practicing ISC within academia is the large amount of risk early career individuals incur in pursuing science communication work before securing permanent employment, or before achieving tenure. The transition to a broader, equity-focused public engagement workforce, they argue, requires that those with permanency and influence in the sphere use their power to reduce ECRC’s risks of
conducting ISC. Without this protection and support from more influential ISC practitioners and scholars, the new and important ideas of more junior colleagues may be ignored.

It is also noteworthy that the term “inclusive science communication” did not resonate with a number of the ECRC participants. This disconnect underscores the foundational appreciation or inherent assumptions of inclusion and equity that characterized the views of participants in the ECRC discussion. Several people noted that the “inclusive” modifier undermines the idea that all science communication should be inclusive. One person added that the word “inclusive” does not adequately convey the sense of “responsibility many of us feel we have when it comes to doing the work we do.”

**Mapping Inclusive Science Communication Networks**

Social network analysis, or SNA, maps the connections between individuals to explain how a community of individuals interact with one another. We used an ego-network analysis (Kadushin, 2012; Kolaczyk & Csárdi, 2014), in which network development was established by asking each of the 30 interviewees, each of whom represented a focal point, or “ego,” to name key researchers and practitioners in the field, past collaborators, and anyone else doing important work in this field who might not be well-known. Rather than being a complete social network, the analysis demonstrates the ego-network of ISC based on the thirty people interviewed for the study. This elicitation of the network presents a bias towards those whose memories easily recall names. While a limitation of the approach, this bias is helpful in documenting the connections that most quickly come to mind for each interviewee. This approach has been used previously to understand the intersection of informal STEMM education and science communication (Storksdieck et al., 2018).

This approach identified 252 actors (including people and organizations) as members of the ego-network of ISC leaders. SNA is a powerful tool: along with identifying the number of actors who are connected in a network, it also quantifies the strength of the network, based on the number of connections between individuals. The ISC network map shows a relatively sparse community, meaning that the 252 actors named by interviewees were not individually connected to many others (Figure 4).

The low overall connectivity of ISC leaders to one another is quantified by “graph strength.” With a maximum value for graph strength of 1.0, the ISC network map has a strength of 0.07 (Figure 4). The limited strength of this network reveals that people are not
talking to a wide variety of actors, which inhibits the transdisciplinary and collaborative possibilities of the ISC movement. In spite of this relatively sparse network of connections, it is noteworthy that only one set of connections is entirely disconnected (Group 14 in Figure 5). This shows that the interviewees do share connections, even if indirect and few. Again, this characterization is limited by the fact that the map is based on only thirty interviewees. In other words, not all people or organizations listed on the ISC network map had the opportunity to map out their own network of connections. However, the study reached a point where many participants were naming the same people, providing a check for thoroughness of data collection in this ego-network approach.

While most actors were individuals, 43 organizations or institutions were named in the analysis, representing 17% of all named actors. This reveals that, along with the individuals who stand out as leaders, there are also organizations that stand out to others as emphasizing inclusive approaches in science communication. While some of these organizations were named only by a single participant, others served the important role of providing a bridge or connection between multiple groups of actors (see the light blue circle in the middle of Figure 4).

Along with providing a visual representation of the ISC network, SNA can also quantify the various communities of actors in the network. Using the base map in Figure 4, communities can be further defined as a subset of actors that are “cohesive” (Figure 5). Cohesive communities are groups of actors that are both well-connected to one another and relatively separated from the rest of the network (Kolaczyk & Csárdi, 2014). A total of fourteen cohesive communities were identified, with three (community 14) to 47 (community 3) actors. Apropos of the limitation that not all network members named by interviewees were able to provide information on all of their connections, some of these “cohesive communities” are more accurately understood as personal networks (e.g., community 14 reflects solely the contacts of one interviewee).
Figure 4. Network map of inclusive science communication leaders. Light blue circles reflect scientific organizations, societies, academic institutions or departments, and other institutions named as leaders in the field.

To provide more clarity on the different characteristics of people and organizations included in these communities, the shape of the node in Figure 5 reflects whether the individual or organization was identified as a practitioner, researcher, practitioner/researcher, or none of the above. Analysis of the communities revealed that there are no single-gender communities in the network, and that only two (communities 9 and 14) were made up of actors solely identifying as practitioners. Community 11 is notably monolithic, with just one practitioner/researcher within the otherwise entirely practitioner-occupied community.

This analysis and the comments of interviewees reveal a spectrum of ISC roles ranging from fully research-focused to fully practice-focused. The spectrum is likely, at least in part, a result of the study methodology, in which we asked interviewees to differentiate who they see as leaders in ISC research versus ISC practice. Still, the overlap between researchers and practitioners in these communities reveals that the roles of
“researchers” and “practitioners” in the ISC landscape are less distinct (that is, less siloed) than it may seem when looking solely at the connections of a single interviewee. These blurred lines between researcher and practitioner are encouraging; perhaps this provides another way to think about building stronger networks within the movement and integrating research and practice (Riedlinger et al., 2019; Ginexi et al., 2017). Further, contrary to the findings of Storksdieck et al. (2018) in mapping the intersection of science communication and informal STEM education, we found that interviewees were able to name people they viewed as ISC practitioners more easily than those they viewed as researchers.

Figure 5. Cohesive communities within the network of inclusive science communication leaders. The shape of each node reflects whether the individual or organization was identified as a practitioner (triangle), researcher (circle), somewhere in between (star), or none of the above (square). Red lines connecting two shapes denote actors that are connected in the network but were identified as distinct communities in the clustering analysis.
Pressure Points to Stimulate or Inhibit Inclusive Science Communication

With any new movement, specific actions can have outsized effects to advance or constrain its development. This study identified four key pressure points for ISC.

Figure 6. Key recommendations for advancing the ISC movement. Graphic by Christine Liu.

Framing of the movement

Inclusive science communication is an evolving response to specific limitations of science communication as it is typically conceived, studied, and practiced. Ironically, as noted by some study participants, the term can have exactly the opposite effect of its intention by making some relevant parties feel excluded. A critical step, then, is to develop new ways of framing this work that invite all interested and relevant parties, rather than reinforcing silos.

Beyond the specific language of the movement, we must consider its broader goals. When asked what the future of ISC could look like, participants identified the idea of a “radical rebranding” of science communication. As with the need for greater institutional infrastructure described above, a radical rebranding would center IDEA in all science communication moving forward. This call has roots in diverse settings that could provide templates and learning for the growing ISC community. Anila (2017), for example, argued for the need to “fracture” art museums’ interpretive planning processes to center inclusion.
in curatorial practice, exhibit design, and patron engagement. That interviewees from a variety of disciplines and sectors independently used the language of “radical” change in their descriptions demonstrates a synergistic possibility—and enthusiasm—for overhauling the traditional paradigm.

A remaining challenge, then, is how to approach this radical rebranding in a way that allows those from disparate but related fields to see themselves as part of the bigger picture.

**Opportunities for collaboration and building community**

This study highlights the opportunities for transdisciplinary, intersectoral, intermodal collaboration and the need to connect siloed networks. While the language used in different sectors and disciplines varies, interviewees in this study shared the primary goal of creating more equitable and inclusive ways to build science capital and public engagement with STEMM. The history of “science communication” in the U.S. helps to explain the silos observed in this study and others (Bevan & Smith, 2020) as well as the challenges in identifying a path for shared learning. It seems possible that the ISC movement could be a motivational umbrella under which individuals and organizations could collaborate to address shared goals by combining the diverse methods and competencies from these distinct perspectives. A twist on Lavery’s (2018) suggested customer-relations management and human-centered design framework for community and stakeholder engagement could further clarify a path for shared learning by clarifying the objectives of the ISC movement in ways that would bypass the silos. For example, ISC practitioners could build an ethical foundation for science communication by centering the interests, insights, and perspectives of marginalized communities; “critically examining and refining the design of [science communication] in response to the specific circumstances of a given...setting” (p. 555); and creating “highly transferable models” (p. 555).

New alliances and convenings, both in-person and virtual, can embody the traits of ISC, support network building, spark new ideas, and expand participants’ understandings of the diverse approaches to ISC (Canfield et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2020). A number of existing conferences can support this type of exchange, including Reclaiming STEM, the SciAccess Conference, the InclusiveSciComm Symposium hosted by the University of Rhode Island’s Metcalf Institute, the Science Talk conference, the Science Events Summit, Rockefeller University’s SciOut conference, the Advancing Research Impact in Society
(ARIS) Summit, the Association of Science Technology Center’s annual conference, the European Network Science Centres and Museums (Ecsite) conference, Allied Media Conference, Public Communication of Science and Technology (PCST) and others. Other regular convenings, such as the National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine’s Sackler Colloquium on the Science of Science Communication and the annual conferences of the National Association of Science Writers, Society of Environmental Journalists, and numerous scientific societies (Hendricks, 2020), could be powerful partners in the effort to forge new alliances while helping their traditional attendees recognize new ways to approach their work.

Yet, meetings, alone, cannot provide the ongoing community building that the movement requires at this point. There is a need for continued dialogue about and practice of engaging with issues of power, privilege, and race (Miller et al., 2004) that extends past the length of a meeting.

Throughout the study interviews, when asked to name key leaders in the field, participants often listed Twitter handles rather than the actual names of ISC practitioners. Social media has been key to launching many inclusive science communicators’ practice as well as their sense of community. Twitter, specifically, has served as an integral platform for the emergence of an ISC community online.\(^5\)

Particularly for early career researchers and science communicators, Twitter provides a space where they can share their views and knowledge, build communication skills, form identities (Reed, 2013), and explore their own boundaries for authentic engagement. While this is an important venue for sharing and, to some degree, learning, it is limited in scope and audience. Sustained transdisciplinary movement building will require engagement with relevant networks and communities well beyond Twitter and other social media platforms. The identification of new spaces and places for community building will help to stimulate the field.

The 2020 coronavirus pandemic illustrated, quickly, the potential of virtual convenings for meeting some of this need. Online activities such as the Ecsite webinar series and monthly SciEngage Virtual Meeting hosted by the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the National Academy of Sciences are intended to share

---

\(^5\) That ISC Twitter community, itself, has been largely influenced by individuals who had been actively engaged in Science Online (Lee, 2014), a conference and community that emerged in 2007 to convene people who were blogging and doing Internet-based public engagement (Russell, 2011).
resources and build connections. “Community listening sessions,” such as those produced by Daniel Aguirre in collaboration with the Science Festival Alliance and Science Events Summit, can serve as opportunities for learning, public engagement and community building among ISC networks.

While virtual meetings and gatherings can offer greater accessibility in some regards, there are important caveats. Organizers must ensure that disabled attendees can fully participate by providing live captioning, sign language interpretation, alt-text or other accommodations as needed (IFES, 2020). Virtual interactions are prefaced on participants having reliable internet access, which is not necessarily a safe assumption. Also, virtual meetings require careful planning to foster engaging discussions, beginning with intentionality about the meeting’s objectives (Center for Scientific Collaboration and Community Engagement, 2020).

**Leadership of early career researchers and communicators**

For some study participants, especially those in earlier career stages, pursuing inclusive science communication can feel like trying to climb a mountain of loose sand. That is, their commitment and enthusiasm for practicing ISC are constantly tempered by lack of training, institutional hurdles, unsupportive administrators, supervisors, or mentors, and financial insecurity. More explicit institutional support structures could ameliorate this challenge.

One more senior leader called out this reality, saying, “we don’t design systems and people to achieve what we’re looking for.” Rather than creating space to foster the development of ECRC’s assets, deficit approaches are the default and norm among many scientists and science communicators. Early career researchers and communicators are often expected to follow the pathways of their advisors and more senior professionals rather than being given space to amplify and share their own ideas. Given the inherent focus on equity and inclusion observed among ECRC in this study, it is reasonable to hypothesize that their growing participation will naturally lead toward a model of science communication that is inclusive by default. This transition, however, requires that those with power and influence in relevant fields hold doors open for the next generation of science communicators and support those younger voices as they lead with different perspectives and novel, potentially risky approaches. Indeed, efforts to support and include junior scholars, combined with a willingness to engage with diverse disciplines, have been found to be important contributors to early career scientists’ research and personal
success (Nielsen-McPincus et al., 2007; Roy et al., 2013). Research efforts to examine and quantify the value of ISC leadership by junior scholars and practitioners could provide the evidence needed to gain greater institutional support for their work, while validating ISC’s contributions to ECRC’s professional development and impacts.

In response to gaps in opportunities and representation, early career researchers and communicators are already contributing important innovations in the science communication sphere. Again, Twitter represents an influential platform in this regard. Stephani Page was an early leader with her development of the hashtag #BLACKandSTEM, launched in 2014 during her work as a biochemistry doctoral student. The hashtag, which Page created to connect Black students and professionals in STEM fields, proved to be a simple, powerful tool for building community (Zax, 2014). The approach continues to work. More recently, #BlackBirdersWeek, a social media campaign launched in May 2020, sparked a global response by highlighting Black birders and Black scientists and raising awareness about the harassment and threats that Black people often experience in the outdoors (Langin, 2020; Mock, 2020). This campaign and its organizing group, The BlackAFinSTEM Collective, achieved a massive impact and inspired nearly 20 week-long Twitter campaigns in 2020 dedicated to highlighting Black researchers in various fields, covering topics from botany to mental health to, of course, science communication (Figure 7).

The leadership of early career communicators is expanding the frontiers of ISC in meaningful ways beyond Twitter, too. Examples such as Guerilla Science, co-founded by two ECRC in 2008 to engage “latently interested publics” in STEM through interactive experiences (Rosin et al., in press); the translation of ecological data into music to engage visually impaired people in the interpretation of complex scientific narratives (Sawe, Chafe & Treviño, 2020); Reclaiming STEM, a science communication and policy workshop organized by and for marginalized ECRC; a science comedy show addressing the racism and harassment Asian Americans faced as the coronavirus pandemic began (Association Chat, 2020); the creation of new visual representations of scientific terms to expand the American Sign Language vocabulary (Poor, 2018); and explanations of microbial ecology through Indigenous Hawaiian culture and dance (Frank, 2017) show that these early career ISC leaders have much to offer to the broader science communication field. Although social media have provided an invaluable space for authentic interactions without gatekeeping, it is important to ensure that ECRC have opportunities to share their insights in other spaces,
too. Creating leadership opportunities for these younger ISC leaders within more traditional institutional settings will inform and sustain the movement.

![Image]

**Figure 7.** The BlackAFinSTEM Collective issued a continued call to action following #BlackBirdersWeek. Graphic by BlackAFinSTEM for Instagram. Used with permission.

Of course, these young leaders must be able to secure compensation, gainful employment, and funding for their projects. Funders, whether federal granting agencies or private foundations, can play a critical role in validating this work and, therefore, advancing it. For example, agency funders could: require, or at least emphasize, ISC practices in their proposal guidelines; encourage project leaders to include modest financial compensation for participating students and community members; and encourage participation of graduate students or postdoctoral scholars in science communication projects.
Evaluation and funding

Finally, our interviews underscore the idea that evaluation of ISC approaches is lacking. Only four interviewees (two in academia and two in science communication nonprofits) brought up the importance of evaluating whether ISC is actually achieving its intended IDEA and communication goals.

The lack of evaluative data across informal science learning and science communication is not a new concern (Patrizi & McMullan, 1998; Salmon & Roop, 2019; Storksdieck et al., 2018). Nonetheless, it presents a significant barrier to the development of the ISC movement specifically, and a ripe opportunity for growth. In their analysis of similarities and differences between informal science education and science communication professionals, Storksdieck et al. (2018, p. 13) found that people in both communities tend to rely on their own customized, ad-hoc assessments rather than using existing measures that assess “constructs common to both fields (such as science interest, science identity, and science engagement).” This gap further demonstrates the need for cross-fertilization among disciplines, sectors, and modes.

Many interviewees were interested in knowing what the ISC best practices are, but these cannot be known without evidence gained from evaluation and research (Jensen & Gerber, 2020). Thus, a greater focus on independent evaluation of ISC practices is needed to build adaptable “promising practices.” An interviewee introduced this term to deliberately acknowledge that these practices should not be considered static, perfect approaches. Rather, a promising practice is one that has been tested and found to be successful in some contexts. This language reflects the key traits of intentionality and reflexivity by framing ISC practice as context-dependent and adaptive: certain practices may work best in specific scenarios and may be helpful in informing which practices are best in other contexts.

Participants also noted a very specific limitation in evaluation to date: funding timelines. Often, projects are funded for a period that only allows for execution, without sufficient time or money for evaluation. Indeed, because of the longer timeframes required for building equitable relationships, ISC practitioners and scholars may be actively disincentivized to include evaluation, as the additional expense could further hamper their ability to execute a project. Extending funding timelines and budgets to include thorough,
independent evaluation would emphasize the importance of evaluation and advance the field based on evidence.

**Recommendations for Advancing the Movement**

In many ways, 2020 could mark a watershed moment for inclusive science communication, as the combination of COVID-19 and broader public recognition of systemic racism and other inequities have led to a greater sense of urgency about inclusion, equity, and intersectionality as it relates to STEMM in our daily lives. Although the ISC movement is rapidly evolving, we offer some recommendations that are essential key steps at this juncture.

1. **Embed the key traits of ISC in all science communication practice**

   We urge individuals, programs, organizations, and institutions to embrace a goal of making their public engagement with science “accessible by default,” as one interviewee described it. Based on the insights of early leaders in the field, intentionality, reciprocity, and reflexivity—practiced in tandem—are the hallmarks of ISC and offer a starting point for the movement. Furthermore, these traits offer a foundation for experimentation and evaluation that could inform global efforts to define and expand effective science communication.

   Interviewees explained that the transition to this new paradigm for science communication will require time and funding. Importantly, this shift, and the institutional infrastructure needed to catalyze and support it, cannot be portrayed as a one-size-fits-all approach for science communication. Rather, **each program, institution, or organization must build iteratively on the key traits of inclusive science communication, adapting as needed to suit their specific situation**. Establishing a process for considering and adaptively implementing the key traits will allow teams to identify strengths and weaknesses in their activities and approaches. Whether practitioner, researcher, or both, ISC advocates can embed these traits in multiple ways, including the following examples from study interviewees.

   a. Practice humility and embrace difficult conversations.
   b. Require and support meaningful participation of diverse and, especially, marginalized identities in public engagement efforts.
c. Showcase the range of people who engage in STEMM to help individuals build science identities (e.g., by creating identity-based organizations to promote and support access to STEMM or advocating for broader definitions of science to acknowledge multiple ways of knowing).

d. Ensure that communication/engagement efforts are culturally relevant and physically accessible.

e. Seek and document the stories of individuals who have been intentionally and/or historically excluded from STEMM spaces as a means of demonstrating the difference between inclusive and exclusive approaches.

f. Co-create research projects with communities, where community leaders are equal partners throughout the course of the study.

g. Develop theoretical and conceptual frameworks to describe the implications of current exclusive educational and social systems.

h. Create action plans to move from individual and team commitments to systemic (institutional and organizational) adoption of inclusive practices.

2. Embrace transdisciplinarity and intersectoral, intermodal expertise

Integrating diverse disciplinary, and even anti-disciplinary (e.g., Cooper et al., 2018), perspectives is essential to advancing ISC and improving the movement’s collective impacts. But transdisciplinarity can be a double-edged sword, both helpful in terms of uniting frameworks and avoiding duplication of effort, and a hindrance in terms of the lack of shared foundational knowledge and terminology needed to move between the different worlds. Some approaches for dismantling these silos are listed below.

a. Read literature and experiment with engagement and communication approaches that are outside of the norm for one’s field. The following knowledge domains provide helpful examples.

i. Equity-focused education: Researchers have incorporated critical race theory (Ladson-Billings, 1998; Delgado Bernal, 2002), critical disability theory (Goodley, Liddiard, & Runswick-Cole, 2018; Meekosha, 2011), queer theory (Gunckel, 2009), asset-based pedagogy (Lopez et al., 2017), Indigenous ways of knowing (Medin & Bang, 2014; Lemus et al., 2014; Glasson et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2014), rightful presence (Tan & Calabrese, 2020), and many other relevant approaches to make education more inclusive and equitable by “carefully examin[ing] and address[ing] the cultural and political contexts
and consequences of our scholarship” (Phillip, Bang, & Jackson, 2018). Even when initially applied in formal learning settings, much of this work is readily applicable to informal settings and other public engagement applications (Lemus et al., 2014; Orthia, 2020).

ii. Indigenous knowledges: Indigenous knowledges and epistemologies offer valuable insights for ISC in many regards, not least in highlighting diverse definitions of science and the ways that knowledge, relationships, and intergenerational communication can be intertwined (Bang, Marin & Medin, 2018; Whyte, 2017). When seeking to collaborate with Indigenous communities, science communicators should explore related issues of Indigenous knowledge sovereignty and self-determination (Latulippe & Klenk, 2020; Orthia, 2020), community ethics, (Clark et al., 2010) and decolonial methods (Smith, 1999). Examples of engagement efforts that center Indigenous ways of knowing can be found across informal science learning (Augare et al., 2015; Mack et al., 2012), science education (Johnson et al., 2014), and public health settings (Hunt, 2015), among others. The ancient, Indigenous histories of “science communication” outside of the Western model warrant much more exploration for ISC (Orthia, 2020, p. 2): “[i]nsofar as access to science communication facilitates social power, a desire to radically democratize ownership over it may be served by conceptualizing its history as bigger than the West and older than recent centuries... Since this research field is still in relative infancy, it is timely to intervene now.”

iii. Service learning and community engagement: This wide-ranging field offers many concepts relevant for ISC, such as Asset-based Community Development (e.g., Kretzmann & McKnight, 1993; Mathie & Cunningham, 2003), transformative reciprocity (Dostilio et al., 2012), and Democratically Engaged Assessment (Bandy et al., 2018). Asset-based Community Development is both a strategy and a set of methods developed in response to the destructive effects of viewing communities through a needs-based (or deficient) lens. Such a deficiency mindset can lead to a perverse reinforcement of extractive power structures rather than a supportive, equitable engagement.

iv. Community organizing: Some argue that community organizing techniques can address a gap in some service-learning approaches, namely, the power
imbalances at the interface of higher education and community knowledge (Josephson, 2018). The Leadership Academy for Social Change, a program of The Global Action Research Center, explicitly links community organizing and science communication with a focus on educating and activating community members. The Root Cause Research Center offers another example for ISC. They work with community members and train them in research, community organizing, and design to help community members tell their own stories and launch research projects to address important community issues. This combination of community-centered science communication, participatory research, organizing and design is based in the concept of “movement science,” a “spectrum of practices in which practitioners employ a wide variety of communal, cultural, political, artistic, and technical skillsets in order to gain traction against convoluted systems of oppression” (Root Cause Research Center, 2020).

v. Art and Design: There is ample evidence demonstrating how art and design can improve the practice, teaching, and learning of STEMM when viewed as integrated components rather than add-ons (Jacobson, Seavey, & Mueller, 2016; Rodríguez Estrada & Davis, 2015). Relevant examples for ISC come from maker spaces (Richard & Giri, 2017; Yi & Baumann, 2018), gaming (Richard, 2013), photography (Frazier, 2016), zines (Two Photon Art, 2017), and poetry (Buolamwini, 2018), among countless other modes. Allied Media Projects, which aims to “cultivate media for liberation,” provides another model for the trans- and antidisciplinary collaborations that could advance the ISC movement. Through their programs and an annual conference, Allied Media Projects facilitates “media-based organizing,” which they define as a “collaborative process of using media, art, and technology to advance a more just and creative world” (Allied Media Project, 2020).

b. Establish equitable collaborations among people and organizations along the entire practice-to-research spectrum. Recognize that the silos separating relevant fields nearly always leave practitioners out of the discussion (Suldovsky, McGreavy & Lindenfeld, 2018).

c. Build appreciation for transdisciplinary thinking by embedding diverse disciplines, sectors, and modes in science communication courses and trainings.
3. Critically analyze language of practice & research to reflect ISC key traits and break down silos

While incorporating learning from disparate disciplines it is also important to emphasize language and framing that brings diverse approaches together, rather than reinforcing or perpetuating silos. The jargon used within each silo (e.g., outreach, science efficacy, stakeholder, broader impacts) may seem straightforward to that silo’s inhabitants, but this language has the power to exclude potentially interested partners and collaborators. Our results mirror previous studies showing that disciplinary language can be a particularly challenging issue for practitioners who tend to prefer research syntheses and reports over primary literature (Storksdieck, et al., 2018).

Language can also signal values. For example, von Wehrden et al. (2019) argued for the use of “knowledge domains” instead of “discipline” to recognize knowledge that originates outside of an academic framework.

In working to achieve a more inclusive practice, we urge collaborations across silos to carefully consider language choices and co-create definitions that reflect the key traits of ISC and foster transdisciplinary, intermodal exchange and understanding. This process could create a positive feedback, resulting in new, creative collaborations as more people recognize the overlap and synergies that exist across disciplines.

The very language of this movement could shift, and perhaps should, to increase sense of belonging across the silos. At this point, “inclusive science communication” can at least serve as a placeholder to build a shared sense of purpose.

4. Expand opportunities for multilingual engagement

ISC can remedy the shortage of culturally and linguistically accessible science communication, a shortcoming that motivated one of our interviewees to begin her ISC career. Márquez & Porras (2020) suggested several remedies for the gatekeeping effects of English-only science communication, including providing culturally relevant context in science communication efforts, implementing multicultural science communication training, encouraging scientists to communicate in their native languages, and creating online communities where science communicators can interact via languages other than English.
Situations when languages do not contain equivalent words for scientific terms can be viewed as opportunities to practice ISC and to explore power, privilege, and decolonial methods. The Learning Center for the Deaf, for example, provides training and resources to support “culturally and linguistically accessible education for deaf and hard of hearing students.” Their ASL Clear program is designed to “increase the sharing of contextualized STEM terms in American Sign Language” (Learning Center for the Deaf, 2020). South African journalist Sibusiso Biyela described his efforts to decolonize science writing by writing about science in Zulu, his native language (Biyela, 2019). This motivation transformed his writing from “just a news piece” to an effort “to right a societal wrong” by making scientific discussions accessible. Biyela noted that he went beyond simple translation to conceiving the writing entirely in Zulu, which required a combination of “invent[ing] some terms, augmenting others, and...provid[ing] explanations.” Another important aspect of Biyela’s approach was to incorporate storytelling, a culturally relevant method for science communication that can be essential for building personal agency (McCarty et al., 2018).

5. Create and sustain in-person and virtual networks and resources to build community

This study clearly demonstrates the need to build community among science communicators to advance inclusive practices. While annual or biennial conferences are helpful in this regard, the growing ISC community needs more frequent and accessible opportunities for learning, networking, and collaborating, such as the following approaches.

a. Create transdisciplinary, intersectoral, and intermodal communities based on shared expertise or interests. Within science communication spaces, there are many smaller communities built around communicators’ cultural, educational, and/or professional backgrounds. The SciComm Trainers Network, launched in 2019, offers an example; the network brings together science communication trainers to cultivate community, professionalize the field, and broaden participation (SciComm Trainers Network, 2020). Other potential communities might be STEMM researchers who incorporate science communication into their work or ISC practitioners who focus on particular issues (e.g., public health, environmental justice, gene editing, space exploration) across modes. These communities of
practice could be especially valuable for those individuals who are not full-time science communicators.

b. **Develop shared resources and disseminate widely.** Participants expressed the desire for a centralized repository of relevant literature across disciplines to facilitate the learning that comes from exploring new bodies of literature and resources. There has been a burst of resource sharing related to anti-racism in response to more widespread public discussions of systemic racism following the murder of George Floyd in 2020. These efforts could serve as a model for the ISC movement. As of late 2020, several platforms exist or are under development that could help to break down ISC silos: the Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education (CAISE) website and their Broadening Perspectives on Broadening Participation in STEM Toolkit, Allied Media Projects’ resources, the Advancing Research Impact in Society (ARIS) Community portal, Rockefeller University’s RockEDU Inclusive Science Outreach resources, a crowdsourced Inclusive SciComm Symposium Resource List, the Association of Science and Technology Centers’ Communities of Practice, and a new database of science communication resources under development by the Alan Alda Center for Communicating Science.

c. **Encourage ISC networking and collaboration via scientific societies and other associations.** This was largely undiscussed among study participants, even among early career scientists who participated in the context of a scientific society meeting. Particularly for individuals looking for jobs, scientific societies can provide valuable opportunities for networking and possible research and/or communication collaborations. This suggestion presents an opportunity for more intentional growth of the ISC community within and across scientific societies (Hendricks, 2020), especially those already seen as leaders in ISC research or practice.

d. **Leverage highly interconnected organizations to create bridges between individual leaders.** Per the findings of our social network analysis, bridge organizations could create a more connected network among actors with shared interests in the ISC movement. While interviewees were not prompted to name organizations in this study, future work could explore these relationships explicitly to better understand the roles of organizations. The Leaders in Science Technology and Engagement Networks, or LISTEN Network, launched in 2020 to provide this sort of connectivity “across the science-engagement ecosystem.”
6. Recruit and support diverse leadership

“A’m here and have this space. I’m going to use this space that I have to advocate for others, be the representation that I’m trying to make and see. Here’s a light, follow me, y’all, let’s keep going. Hopefully I [eventually] won’t need that little candle because the whole room will be lit.”

-ECRC participant

A truly inclusive framework for science communication requires diverse participation and leadership from individual to institutional scales to enrich the aims and implementation of the work (Eagly & Chin, 2010; Hong & Page, 2004), interrogate assumptions about publics (Soleri et al., 2016), provide “visual cues of belonging” (Pearson and Schuldt, 2014) and counter singularly Western views and stereotypes of STEMM (Bang et al., 2018; Cheryan et al., 2013). Approaches for supporting this leadership shift include:

a. Intentional recruitment, support, and retention of leaders, from project to institutional scales, with marginalized and/or intersectional identities;
b. Building diverse teams with expertise that spans multi-modal science communication practice, IDEA expertise, and STEMM research;
c. Practicing reflexivity to ensure that hiring, program design, implementation, evaluation, interactions, and collaborations all reflect the espoused values; and
d. Creating leadership opportunities for students and young professionals to share and experiment with their innovative ISC approaches. These leadership opportunities should not be restricted to ECRC-driven groups but should include ECRC within more influential decision-making bodies.

7. Develop, test, and evaluate ISC curricula and training

In both training settings and in university classrooms, there is a need for more literature, tools, and curricula that train students and practitioners in the foundations, execution, and evaluation of ISC (Dudo, Besley, & Bennett, 2020). The NOVA Science Studio is a helpful model. Even among the individuals interviewed on this project, who, as leaders in the movement, inherently understand the value of this work,
there is a concern about insufficient theoretical grounding and practical tools to support inclusive approaches. Some participants communicated a need for more tools to share with colleagues and employees who are interested in doing inclusive science communication but do not know where to start.

a. Recruit and support people with marginalized identities to create, conduct, evaluate, and/or participate in ISC trainings.

b. Develop and offer ISC training at a range of levels, from novice to expert. Both theoretical underpinnings and basic ISC competencies and dispositions, such as active listening, facilitating difficult conversations across difference, empathy, and humility must be explored and practiced (Laman et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2004). The wide-ranging training needs require thoughtful and strategic curriculum development that will combine theory and practice to suit individuals coming from varied backgrounds. For instance, the willingness to develop a reflexive practice was not universal among study participants. Some STEMM researchers and extension leaders desired a list of best practices detailing how to do ISC without developing context-specific goals, relationships, and historical understanding. Personal exploration and reflection are important aspects of ISC (DiAngelo and Sensoy, 2010) and should be incorporated into these training curricula.

c. Incorporate tools and activities to build ISC competencies. The Equity Compass developed by the YESTEM project (YESTEM, 2020), offers an excellent framework for ISC, with a focus on equity-oriented informal science learning. The CAISE Broadening Participation Toolkit is another helpful resource, with conversation guides and practice briefs designed to facilitate reflection (CAISE, 2019).

d. Critically reflect on the end goals of science communication training. Who is served, ultimately, by these trainings? Science communication training can reinforce existing power structures and inequities by preparing communicators to engage powerful, influential audiences (such as policymakers and journalists), rather than communities (Dudo et al., 2020).

8. Develop new, collaborative approaches to evaluation of ISC practice

Interviewees did not offer many comments on evaluation, with one exception: they noted the difficulty of co-creating, implementing, and evaluating ISC work on the timelines and with the budgets funders typically offer. This is addressed further in recommendation 10.
Beyond the funding and time constraints, we also urge the ISC community to explore new, co-created approaches toward evaluation that move beyond simple metrics toward more systematic considerations of impact (Dudo et al., 2020). One such approach from the community engagement field is democratically engaged assessment that maintains rigor while being authentic and inviting full participation (Bandy et al., 2018). This assessment technique aims to operationalize the asset-based approach and key characteristics of ISC rather than defaulting to a top-down approach.

Evaluation also offers a mechanism for dismantling the disciplinary and modal silos currently limiting ISC by leading to novel research questions. (See Appendix 1 for a list of some potential research questions that arose from this study.) The Science Communication Partnership Awards, funded by the Rita Allen Foundation and the Kavli Foundation and managed by the Standing Committee on Advancing Science Communication Research and Practice at the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, are an example of how to explore new collaborations to inform research and practice.

9. Value and validate context-dependent approaches to evolve beyond the binary concepts of “researcher” and “practitioner”

This study identified the value of moving beyond a binary perception by which someone is either a researcher or a practitioner; a binary, it should be noted, that we assumed in the structure of the project. Our interviews included questions asking participants both to self-identify as a researcher or practitioner, and to identify leaders who were either a researcher or practitioner. Participants consistently had difficulty defining themselves and their colleagues as either a researcher or practitioner.

This study found that many leaders in the ISC movement see themselves as a hybrid of both researcher and practitioner along a continuum that may change from situation to situation. Many identified primarily as practitioners but noted that they apply scientific approaches to their practice by researching background information and developing research questions for how to best achieve their intended outcomes.

The recognition of the research/practice continuum is an opportunity to validate and embrace diverse approaches to ISC, since effective research and practice each require some of the other. A more explicit acknowledgement of the practitioner/researcher role could advance the movement and build legitimacy for this multifaceted career path.
10. Funders use their influence to hasten implementation of ISC practices

Science communication professionals can easily default to concerns about available funding. Indeed, this is a real challenge for all science communication work (NASEM, 2017), and it’s only exacerbated for inclusive science communication. However, beyond the basic need for additional support of ISC research and practice, this study highlighted several actions that funders can take to advance the movement.

1. Validate inclusive science communication by explicitly requiring attention to IDEA and the three key traits of ISC in proposal guidelines.
2. Encourage proposals that bridge disciplines, sectors, and modes.
3. Encourage equitable research/practice collaborations.
4. Support early career communicators by encouraging grantees to substantively engage junior scholars in science communication projects.
5. Emphasize the importance of evaluation to advance ISC based on evidence.
6. Extend project funding timelines and budgets to allow for the relationship building required for equitable engagement and thorough evaluation. In many cases, that relationship building will require some modest financial compensation for participants, even if this is contrary to the funder’s typical practices.
7. Acknowledge that science communication, generally, and inclusive science communication, specifically, is a rapidly evolving landscape whose practitioners and researchers hail from diverse professional and educational backgrounds. That diversity of experience and perspective is beneficial, even, perhaps especially, if it represents “non-traditional” forms of expertise.

Conclusion

“You don’t have to do everything at once. Sometimes people get discouraged because [they] feel like ‘no matter what I do it’s not good enough.’ Reminding people now and then that as long as you’re aware and doing the best you can with the resources you have, you are contributing [to ISC].”
This study marks the first investigation of motivations, methods, challenges, and pressure points for the inclusive science communication movement. While many of our observations have been noted in previous studies of the component disciplines, this new picture of the ISC landscape offers insights that can prompt a transdisciplinary view of these siloed but largely overlapping efforts. We hope this report can provide a basis for further exploration and experimentation that will dismantle the silos and accelerate the transition toward a new paradigm of science communication that is inclusive and equitable by default.
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Appendix 1: Research questions for advancing the field

These questions were identified by study participants or are offered in response to issues raised throughout the study.

Early-career researchers and communicators

- What are the qualitative and quantitative effects of early-career researchers’ and communicators’ involvement and/or leadership in ISC?
- To what degree do academic advisors, supervisors, and administrators support science communication activities among their advisees or junior faculty?

Evaluation

- When practiced in tandem, how do the ISC key traits of intentionality, reciprocity and reflexivity affect outcomes?
- What do synthetic analyses of ISC demonstrate in terms of additional promising practices and research gaps?
- Is the ISC movement growing at different rates within different sectors or modes? If so, can those more advanced sectors or modes be used as models in different settings?

Institutional support and resistance

- Are there less obvious institutional barriers to ISC that need to be identified and addressed?
- What kinds of institutional structures or systems support ISC (in contrast to exploring institutional barriers)?

Networking

- How can organizations most effectively serve as bridges to connect siloed ISC communities?

Structural change

- Who is funding ISC in governmental and private sectors, across the relevant disciplines, sectors, and modes?
- Are there existing examples of structural change related to shifting organizational culture and values in science communication? How can those examples inform efforts to more broadly embed ISC?
- Do specific practices or institutional infrastructures make ISC more sustainable at the organizational level?

**Training**

- What are the most effective approaches within formal educational curricula and professional development settings to build ISC competencies and skills?
- To what degree do formal curricula and/or training programs affect ISC outcomes?
Appendix 2: Considerations about the Terminology of “Inclusive Science Communication”

Overall, interviewees agreed that the term “inclusive science communication” is appropriate to describe the goals of the movement, at least for now. Many participants acknowledged the possibility that better terminology may exist to describe the movement in different contexts, and that the term may shift as the movement matures.

Already, the language describing this work varies geographically. In Europe, the term “socially inclusive science communication” has been used to specify a focus on including people from historically underrepresented racial and class identities (Dawson, 2014; Streicher, 2014; Treffey-Goatley, 2014), with “inclusive communication” referring more specifically to disability-focused science and health communication efforts (Shiose et al., 2010; Scottish Government, 2011).

Many interviewees noted their hope that, someday, the “inclusive” qualifier would not be needed because of a paradigm shift in which all science communication is inclusive. As that is not currently the case, however, interviewees found it important to explicitly name the focus on inclusion.

Alternative terms for the movement shared by study participants included:

- Science for everyone
- Authentic science engagement
- Equitable science collaboration
- Equitable science communication
- Inclusive science
- SciCommUnity.
Appendix 3: Glossary

Asset-based: techniques, attitudes, and behaviors that value individuals' cultural knowledge and lived experiences as assets rather than deficiencies to be overcome.

DEI: an acronym describing work related to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion.

Diversity: the unique experiences and expertise people of varied social identities bring to science and science communication spaces.

Equity: remedying societal imbalances in access to power, education, information, or resources by prioritizing opportunities and offering support as needed for those with the least extant access.

IDEA: an acronym describing work related to Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access.

IDEAL: an acronym describing work related to Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, Access and Leadership.

Inclusion: the practice of providing equal access to opportunities and resources for people who might otherwise be excluded or marginalized and creating environments that are welcoming and collaborative for all.

Inclusive Science Communication (ISC): a broad term encompassing diverse approaches to engaging publics in STEMM that embraces varied forms of expertise and ways of knowing and expands a sense of belonging in STEMM, particularly for those who have been historically marginalized, through intentional, reciprocal, and reflexive practices.

Intersectionality: each person’s individual characteristics (e.g., gender, race, physical ability) overlap with one another, creating interdependent systems of oppression or discrimination. These overlapping identities affect a person’s status and experiences in the world. (See Crenshaw, 1989; Shimmin et al., 2017)

JEDI: an acronym describing work related to (Social) Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion.

Mode: the specific settings and methods used to engage audiences, such as social media, after school programs, museum exhibits, maker spaces, podcasts, news articles, community-engaged research, etc.
Science communication: any information exchange designed to engage specific audiences in conversations or activities related to STEMM topics